Mammalian genomes carry hundreds of Krüppel-type zinc finger (ZNF) genes, most of which reside in familial clusters. ZNF genes encoding Krüppel-associated box (KRAB) motifs are especially prone to this type of tandem organization. Despite their prevalence, little is known about the functions or evolutionary histories of these clustered gene families. Here we describe a homologous pair of human and mouse KRAB-ZNF gene clusters containing 21 human and 10 mouse genes, respectively. Evolutionary analysis uncovered only three pairs of putative orthologs and two cases where a single gene in one species is related to multiple genes in the other; several human genes have no obvious homolog in mouse. We deduce that duplication and loss of ancestral cluster members occurred independently in the primate and rodent lineages after divergence, yielding substantially different ZNF gene repertoires in humans and mice. Differences in expression patterns and sequence divergence within the DNA binding regions of predicted proteins suggest that the duplicated genes have acquired novel functions over evolutionary time. Since KRAB-ZNF proteins are predicted to function as transcriptional regulators, the elaboration of new lineage-specific genes in this and other clustered ZNF families is likely to have had a significant impact on species-specific aspects of biology.
Mammalian genomes carry hundreds of Krüppel-type zinc finger (ZNF) genes, most of which reside in familial clusters. ZNF genes encoding Krüppel-associated box (KRAB) motifs are especially prone to this type of tandem organization. Despite their prevalence, little is known about the functions or evolutionary histories of these clustered gene families. Here we describe a homologous pair of human and mouse KRAB-ZNF gene clusters containing 21 human and 10 mouse genes, respectively. Evolutionary analysis uncovered only three pairs of putative orthologs and two cases where a single gene in one species is related to multiple genes in the other; several human genes have no obvious homolog in mouse. We deduce that duplication and loss of ancestral cluster members occurred independently in the primate and rodent lineages after divergence, yielding substantially different ZNF gene repertoires in humans and mice. Differences in expression patterns and sequence divergence within the DNA binding regions of predicted proteins suggest that the duplicated genes have acquired novel functions over evolutionary time. Since KRAB-ZNF proteins are predicted to function as transcriptional regulators, the elaboration of new lineage-specific genes in this and other clustered ZNF families is likely to have had a significant impact on species-specific aspects of biology.
[The sequence data described in this paper have been submitted to the GenBank data library under accession nos. AF167315, AF167316, AF167317, AF167318, AF167319, AF167320, AF167321, AF187986, AF187987, AF187989, AF187990, AF187991, AF198358, AF228417, AF228418, AY166784, AY166785, AY166786, AY166787, AY166788, AY166789, AY166790, AY166791, AY166792, AY166793, AY166794, AY166795.]
Mammalian genomes contain a large number of familial gene clusters which are thought to have arisen at least in part through repeated tandem duplications beginning with single genes (Ohno 1970) . Although the biological drive behind familial gene clustering is not clearly understood, the elaboration of tandem arrays of related genes through duplication and subsequent sequence diversification appears to yield sets of proteins with related but distinct biological functions. Genes that encode olfactory receptor (OLFR) and Krüppel-type zinc finger-containing (ZNF) proteins are particularly prone to familial clustering, with hundreds of family members of each type organized in large clustered arrays that together comprise about 2% of mammalian genomes (Hoovers et al. 1992 ; for review, see Mombaerts 1999; Young and Trask 2002) .
The Krüppel-type, or C2H2, ZNF proteins that have been analyzed to date function as transcription factors. The largest subgroup of C2H2 ZNF genes in mammalian genomes, comprising more than half of the approximately 800 known and predicted human loci, is comprised of genes encoding a highly conserved N-terminal motif, the Krüppel-associated box (KRAB) which confers strong repressor activity (Margolin et al. 1994; Pengue et al. 1994; Witzgall et al. 1994; Vissing et al. 1995) . Although the genomes of yeast, flies, and pufferfish also contain large numbers of ZNF genes, the explosion of KRAB-ZNF loci appears to be a more recent evolutionary event. For example, the recently completed pufferfish genome draft sequence contains numerous Krüppel-type ZNF genes, many of which are clearly linked to BTB/POZ or leucine rich motif-containing sequences. The BTB/POZ (143 sequences), and leucine-rich/SCAN domains (159 sequences) are found in very similar numbers in pufferfish and human DNA (Aparicio et al. 2002) . In contrast, the Fugu genomic sequence does not contain any clear KRAB homologs and not a single convincing copy of a gene with a KRAB+ZNF-like structure. The earliest clear instances of KRAB-ZNF genes are seen in species representing the base of tetrapod divergence; in particular, many different frog and chicken cDNAs, corresponding to both known genes and ESTs, contain both motifs (e.g., Xenopus gastrula cDNA, GenBank accession no. BJ094893; chicken cKr1, X15538). The KRAB-ZNF combination appears to have arisen after the evolution of bony fishes and to have expanded rapidly during tetrapod evolution to a family of more than 400 genes in mammalian lineages.
Human chromosome 19 (HSA19) contains a disproportionate fraction of the human KRAB-ZNF gene repertoire, in-cluding more than 200 loci clustered at 11 major sites. Despite clear evolutionary relationships, homologous HSA19 and mouse KRAB-ZNF clusters contain strikingly different numbers of genes, and sequence comparisons have pointed to active gene gain and loss since divergence of the primate and rodent lineages (Dehal et al. 2001) . Most HSA19 and related mouse ZNF genes contain significant open reading frames (ORFs), suggesting that the differential expansion has yielded significant numbers of functional lineage-specific proteins. If the newly minted genes have taken on distinct functional roles, the differences in human and mouse ZNF gene repertoires could translate into substantial differences in gene regulation, and hence into a substantial impact on species-specific biology.
In previous studies, we presented a preliminary analysis of one set of homologous mouse and human ZNF gene clusters in HSA19q13.2 and mouse chromosome 7 (Mmu7; Shannon et al. 1996; . Here we report a complete picture of the organization, expression, and evolutionary relationships between genes within this pair of homologous clusters. The results indicate that although the 10 mouse and 21 human genes arose from a common set of ancestral genes, lineage-specific duplications have created new genes in each species. The duplicated copies in each species have diverged significantly in tissue-specific expression and sequence, particularly within the DNA binding zincfinger encoding domains. The evolutionary history of this cluster offers a glimpse into the mechanisms through which the KRAB-ZNF gene family has expanded and by which these genes may be acquiring new functions in different mammalian lineages.
RESULTS

Confirming Predicted Mouse and Human ZNF Transcription Units
To investigate the structural and functional features of genes within the homologous human and mouse KRAB-ZNF gene clusters, we identified and characterized cDNA sequences corresponding to all members of both families. BLAST analysis of the sequenced human region, contained within contig NT_011109.13, with KRAB and ZNF sequences derived from known genes in this region (ZNF45 and ZNF235; indicated the presence of a total of 21 sets of human KRAB-A-and ZNF-motif-containing segments in the interval between the potassium channel gene, KCNN4 and immunoglobulin-like transcript, LOC125931 (Fig. 1) . The comparable mouse region, between Kcnn4 and Ig-like locus LOC330484, is included in sequence from overlapping Mmu7 BAC clones RPCI-23_152L22 and RPCI-23_31I1 (GenBank accession nos. AC087151, AC073693; Dehal et al. 2001) and from a large contig assembled from the public whole-genome shotgun sequencing (GenBank accession no. NT_039407.1, The Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium, unpubl.). BLAST analysis of this mouse region identified 10 paired sets of similarly oriented, adjacent KRAB-and ZNF-encoding exons ( Fig.1) . In addition to these paired sets, we also found one mouse genomic segment with homology to zinc-finger repeats, containing 3-4 degenerate fingers (e.g., lacking key cysteine and/or histidine residues that are necessary for the binding of the zinc ion, but retaining enough of the structurally important amino acids to be recognized as former/ nonfunctional fingers) and lacking a significant continuous Figure 1 Maps of the homologous human and mouse ZNF gene family regions. Positions of KRAB-A-(vertical lines) and ZNF-encoding exons (boxes) that comprise gene models for 21 human and 10 mouse ZNF genes, as designated by arrows over the corresponding exons indicating transcriptional direction, are drawn above maps of relevant portions of HSA19q13.2 sequence contig NT_011109.13 (top) and Mmu7 contig NT_039407.1 (bottom). Locations of flanking markers KCNN4 and human LOC125931 (mouse LOC330484) are also shown. Numbers below each map correspond to nucleotide positions in the sequenced contig. The regions surrounding mouse and human gene clusters are inverted in telomeric-centromeric orientation due to an ancient chromosome rearrangement event, as indicated by symbols "tel" and "cen" above each map. To align homologous genes, we therefore display the reverse complement of the mouse contig sequence (as indicated by arrow below the mouse map). Conflicts between the NT_039407.1 sequence assembly and cDNA sequences were resolved by examining draft sequence from two overlapping BACs, the approximate extent of which is illustrated by lines drawn at the bottom of the mouse map. Associated numbers correspond to GenBank accession numbers for the BAC sequences. In addition to 10 complete genes, the mouse region contains an isolated ZNF-like segment without a significant ORF (filled box, at positions 407113-407607 at the 3Ј end of Zfp61) and a single isolated KRAB-A sequence that is not associated with a known gene (positions 442889-443028 on NT_039407.1, indicated by an asterisk).
ORF, near the 3Ј end of Zfp61. We also found one isolated KRAB-A-like sequence without a clear ZNF counterpart in the mouse genomic sequence, oriented in the same direction as neighboring Zfp94.
The proximity and similar 5Ј-3Ј orientation of the other paired sets of KRAB and ZNF exons permitted us to generate models for 21 intact human and 10 mouse genes. Order and orientation and assemblies in draft mouse sequence were confirmed by integrated data from BAC and whole-genome shotgun sequences. To confirm co-expression of KRAB and ZNF exons in each gene model and identify ORFs with complete KRAB-and ZNF-coding regions for all 31 human and mouse genes, we identified cDNA clones by EST BLAST searches and cDNA library screening. The partial cDNAs were extended by rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE; Frohman et al. 1988) . Complete copies of transcripts arising from eight mouse loci and 12 human genes were isolated in this way. For all of the remaining predicted genes except LOC147711, we confirmed co-expression of KRAB and ZNF exons in transcripts expressed in specific human or mouse tissues using RT-PCR. Sequence of the exon-bridging RT-PCR products together with genomic ORFs and EST or partial cDNA matches permitted us to generate complete KRAB-and ZNF-encoding sequences for the respective genes. Although we could not confirm co-expression of LOC147711 KRAB-and ZNFencoding exons, each is found in separate EST sequences and both regions contain significant ORFs; the functional integrity of this locus therefore remains unresolved. The methods by which each of the other 20 human and 10 mouse gene models were confirmed and ORFs defined are summarized with accession numbers for each expressed sequence in Table 1 .
Analysis of cDNA Sequences
With the possible exception of LOC147711, all of the mouse and human genes contain ORFs with complete KRAB-and Assembly error in NT_039407.1 in ZNF-encoding exon of Zfp61; correct version in AC073693 as confirmed by cDNA sequence.
zinc-finger-encoding exons, confirming that the genes are capable of encoding fully functional proteins. As predicted from earlier studies , the KRAB-A domains encoded by most members of each family are highly similar in sequence, sharing 70%-100% amino acid sequence identity with domain consensus sequences (Fig. 2) . A high degree of sequence identity is also evident between mouse and human genes, although the KRAB-A domains of ZNF283, ZNF404, ZNF180, and Zfp180 are clearly divergent from proteins encoded by other cluster members (<60% amino acid sequence identity with domain consensus sequences). KRAB-B domains, a second class of motifs commonly found in N-terminal regions of proteins of this type, were identified in most of the human proteins. However KRAB-B-related sequences were found only in cDNA or genomic sequences corresponding to two of the 10 mouse genes, Zfp61 and Zfp112. The spacer regions, which encode the link between KRAB and ZNF domains of these proteins, are located with ZNF sequences in a single large 3Ј-exon and vary widely in length Figure 2 Sequence alignment of the predicted KRAB domains encoded by members of the (A) HSA19q13.2 and (B) Mmu7 ZNF gene families. Consensus sequences are shown below each set of human and mouse sequences. In the consensus sequence, amino acids that are conserved in all sequences are denoted by capitalized symbols; others are shown in lowercase letters. Dashes indicate that either KRAB-B domain sequences were not found in corresponding cDNAs or were not predicted from genomic sequence. and sequence among the related genes. The ZNF-containing domains of the related proteins also differ greatly in composition, differing most notably in the number of repeat units each protein contains (Fig. 3) . Each mouse and human protein contains from 5-19 ZNF elements arranged in tandem; most carry degenerate ZNF repeats embedded within the blocks of canonical ZNF repeats or at the 5Ј end of the fingerrepeat region. Alignment of ZNF domains of human or mouse proteins with sequences of other same-species cluster members revealed amino acid identities ranging from 60%-94%, indicating that some of the clustered paralogs may have diverged significantly in DNA binding properties (data not shown).
Evolutionary Analysis
To investigate the phylogenetic relationships existing between human and mouse genes, both nucleotide and predicted amino acid sequences of the ZNF domains from the 31 related loci were aligned using CLUSTAL_X1.8 (Thompson et al. 1997 ) and compared using PAUP4.0b10 (Swofford 2002) . A series of phylogenetic trees was constructed using different algorithms (see Methods) and assessed for reliability of groupings by bootstrapping (Felsenstein 1985) . We compared the results of different tree-generating algorithms in order to determine which clades were supported by multiple methods. Trees generated using the neighbor-joining (NJ) method (Saitou and Nei 1987 ) from both amino acid and nucleotide
Figure 3
Comparison of the ZNF repeat regions encoded by members of the (A) HSA19q13.2 and (B) Mmu7 ZNF gene families, showing the variation in number of finger motifs between genes, including closely related sets. Black boxes indicate typical C2H2-type ZNF repeats, and striped boxes denote clearly degenerate repeats, defined as any that lack one or more of the key cysteine or histidine residues, or has a variation in spacing between critical amino acid positions that might affect finger structure. Several of these genes have additional possible degenerate repeats in the 'spacer' part of the spacer+fingers exon (the spacer would be at the 5Ј end of the region illustrated); these range from obvious former fingers to barely recognizable potential remnants (only the degenerate fingers shown here were included in the alignments). LOC147711 has a 1-bp deletion that frameshifts the translation of the 3Ј fingers which would otherwise be comparable to those of ZNF285.
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The phylogenetic analysis revealed two clades that indicate an evolutionary relationship between a single gene from one species and multiple genes from the other. For example, the different algorithms clustered mouse Zfp61 with human ZNF226 and ZNF234 when either nucleotides (NT) or amino acid (AA) sequences were aligned (Fig. 4) . Zfp61, ZNF226, and ZNF234 clustered in turn within a larger clade containing eight additional human genes (Group I, Fig. 4 ). There is no mouse counterpart closer than Zfp61 for any of these eight genes; one possibility is that they were derived in the human lineage from a duplicate of the ancestral gene that gave rise to Zfp61, ZNF226, and ZNF234, whereas the mouse lineage did not expand the clade or lose any additional copies. Additional data from other species would help clarify the history of the clade. Parsimony trees for AA and NT data indicated the same relationships as NJ trees, except that ZNF226 was placed as sister to Zfp61 instead of ZNF234; the same was true for the NT-based maximum-likelihood (ML) tree. Group I as a whole had higher bootstrap support in parsimony trees (97% for nucleotide sequences, 98% for amino-acid sequences) and in the ML tree (100% bootstrap support) than the NJ trees shown.
Although Group I included 10 human genes and only one mouse counterpart, a rodent-specific expansion was also revealed for one group of ZNF genes. Specifically, all trees clustered a single human gene (ZNF235) with six mouse relatives (Group IV, Fig. 4) . Although NT and AA comparisons generated different internal arrangements for group IV, both produced high bootstrap support for this group as a distinct clade. Nucleotide sequence comparisons clustered ZNF235 as the closest human homolog to all six mouse genes (Zfp235, Zfp93, Zfp108, Zfp109, Zfp111, and Zfp114) and did not distinguish a clear ortholog within the group. However, AA alignments of the same group paired ZNF235 and Zfp235 together strongly and separated that human-mouse pair clearly from the remaining five mouse proteins. In contrast, Group I gene Zfp61 was paired most closely with ZNF226 and ZNF234 in both amino acid and nucleotide trees, showing more simi-
Figure 4
Predicted evolutionary relationships between proteins encoded by the homologous HSA19q13.2 and Mmu7 ZNF gene families, based on neighbor-joining analysis on (A) amino-acid sequences and (B) nucleotide sequences. Single best trees are shown, and bootstrap values above 70% (based on 1000 bootstrap replicates) have been added above the branches. In a few cases in both trees, bootstrap values were placed in smaller font below shorter branches for legibility. The ZNF repeat regions of the 21 human and 10 mouse family members were aligned using the ClustalW 1.8 program. The evolutionary relationships between the amino acid and nucleotide sequence sets were predicted using the PAUP program (see Methods). Bars on the right indicate five clades including both human and mouse genes that are also well supported by parsimony and maximum-likelihood results; there are three pairs of potential orthologs, whereas Groups I and IV contain a single gene from one species and multiple related genes from the other. Other clades were left unmarked if they only included human genes or were not consistently well supported. Some of the more ancient relationships between groups are not as well resolved in parsimony and ML analyses. larity to those two human genes than to other Group I members (Fig. 4) . Bootstrap support for Group IV as a whole was at the 100% level in parsimony (both NT and AA) and ML analyses as well as in the NJ trees.
Three other strongly supported pairs of human and mouse genes appeared in all trees. Mouse Zfp112 and human ZNF228 were sister to each other (Group II, 100% bootstrap support in both AA and NT parsimony trees and the ML tree as well as the NJ trees shown). Mouse Zfp94 and human ZNF45 were also consistently paired (Group III, 100% bootstrap support in parsimony and ML trees) as were mouse Zfp180 and human ZNF180 (Group V, again with 99%-100% parsimony and ML bootstrap support). These three pairs represent the best candidates for truly orthologous human and mouse genes in this cluster, if orthology is defined as a 1:1 relationship; Groups I and IV also include related human and mouse genes but also have many lineage-specific members. ZNF283 and ZNF404 were grouped in a clade that included a mouse gene (Zfp180) in nucleotide trees only, whereas ZNF285, LOC147711, ZNF233, ZNF229, and ZNF227 could not be consistently placed with confidence within a group that included a mouse homolog.
Among other relationships, the human genes ZNF283 and ZNF404 were paired in all trees (100% bootstrap support in NT parsimony and ML trees, 76% in the AA parsimony tree), as were ZNF285 and LOC147711 (100% support in all trees). Groups II and III (along with ZNF227 and ZNF233) were linked by NJ trees, but this relationship was not well supported, and was not favored significantly over alternate arrangements in parsimony or ML trees. Nucleotide sequences linked Group V with ZNF283 and ZNF404, whereas amino acid sequences did not for both parsimony and NJ trees. The phylogenetic relationships of ZNF227, ZNF229, and ZNF233 were not consistently well supported between trees and therefore remain unresolved. Some of the deeper nodes were poorly resolved in the parsimony and ML trees, but these analyses tended to group clades I and IV together to the exclusion of most other groups or genes. Group V (human ZNF180 and mouse Zfp180) and the paired ZNF283 and ZNF404 represent the most divergent genes in the cluster, followed by ZNF285 and LOC147711 (and ZNF229 in NT parsimony and ML trees). The KRAB-A sequences of the four most distant genes are also more divergent from the others in the cluster (Fig. 2) . The difficulty in resolving the more ancient relationships between these genes is due to the increasing divergence of the short variable regions of the finger repeats, embedded within a structure including the strictly conserved C2H2 organization and linker sequences that are critical to DNA binding function (see below).
Pairwise Comparisons of Orthologs and Paralogs
Pairwise comparisons of proteins encoded by related genes revealed additional clues regarding the evolutionary histories of closely related ZNF genes. Selected pairs vary greatly in the degree of sequence conservation each exhibits. At one end of the spectrum of sequence similarity are the ZNF235 and Zfp235 proteins: The overall amino acid identity between these two proteins is approximately 78%. The KRAB-A domains are similar in sequence (79% amino acid identity), although the KRAB-B domain-encoding region present in human ZNF235 is absent from the Zfp235 transcription unit. Spacer regions of the two proteins are similar in length (238 and 236 amino acids, respectively), but these regions share less than 48% amino acid sequence identity. The two proteins are most similar within their ZNF repeat domains, sharing 94% identity over 418 amino acids in this region (Fig. 5A) . None of the 20 amino acids that vary among proteins occupies a position that is thought to be involved in sequence-specific DNA binding by C2H2-type ZNF motifs (Choo and Klug 1994) . Therefore it seems likely that the human and mouse proteins interact with homologous target DNA binding sites, and that the biological functions of ZNF235 and Zfp235 are conserved in human and mouse.
Further support for this is revealed by the fact that the Zfp235 protein is significantly more similar in sequence to its predicted human counterpart than it is to the mouse genes in the same clade (Zfp93, Zfp108, Zfp109, Zfp114, Zfp111; Fig.  5A ). Importantly, the predicted ZNF235 and Zfp235 proteins also contain the same numbers of zinc finger domains, ZNF repeats of similar sequence arranged in the same order. In contrast, the five mouse Zfp235 paralogs encode derived subsets of those ZNF repeats. An internal doubling of four Zfp235-related fingers appears to have given rise to a longer DNA binding domain in Zfp111, but for this group of genes at least the deletion of small sets of finger repeats appears to have represented a major path of sequence divergence after duplication (Fig. 5A) .
At the other end of the spectrum are Zfp61 and the two human proteins that are most closely related in sequence, ZNF226 and ZNF234. The three proteins contain KRAB-A domains that are highly similar in sequence (78%-81% amino acid identity between both of the human proteins and Zfp61) and also contain similar KRAB-B domains. Zfp61 is one of only two mouse genes in the cluster to retain a KRAB-B box. However, Zfp61 contains a much smaller number of ZNF repeats than either human homolog: In the two human genes, two sets of Zfp61-related finger sequences flank a finger block that is specific to the two human genes (Fig. 4B) . The ZNF226-and ZNF234-specific ZNF sequences do not appear to be duplicated copies of other fingers within those genes and are not related to finger repeats found in any other human or mouse cluster members. Therefore, the simplest explanation for the differences between Zfp61, ZNF226, and ZNF234 zinc-finger domains is that ZNF repeats were deleted in the rodent lineage.
ZNF45 has a section including four fingers and two degenerate fingers that Zfp94 lacks, a situation comparable to that of Zfp61 and its human counterparts . Two other pairs of putative orthologs encode conserved numbers of repeats; ZNF180 and Zfp180 have an identical number of fingers whereas ZNF228 and Zfp112 differ by one. However, repeats that are shared between orthologs vary widely in extent of sequence conservation, as was reported previously for ZNF45 and Zfp94 . Finger sequence divergence, together with the duplication, deletion, and degeneration of the tandem ZNF repeats, makes it likely that DNA binding functions of certain related human and mouse proteins have diverged significantly over evolutionary time.
Examination of Selective Pressures Operating on the ZNF Domains
In addition to changes in the number of finger repeats, evolutionary pressures may have also operated to select for divergence through changes in the amino acid sequence of the
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Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on December 7, 2015 -Published by genome.cshlp.org Downloaded from fingers. One way to address this possibility is to compare the nonsynonymous substitution rate to the rate of synonymous substitutions on the homologous finger motifs in groups of related genes. Examination of the difference in number of nonsynonymous differences per nonsynonymous site (d N ) as opposed to synonymous differences per synonymous site (d S ; see Nei and Kumar 2000 for definitions and formulas) was performed with MEGA 2.1 (Kumar et al. 2001 ) using the modified Nei-Gojobori (1986) method. A Z-test on the difference between d N and d S indicated purifying selection for most pairwise comparisons of genes with well resolved phylogenetic relationships in Groups I-V (Table 2 , top section), a result that is common for most protein-coding genes (Messier and Stewart 1997) . However, a significant fraction of the amino acids in zinc-finger domains are required for zinc binding and are highly conserved in sequence, and only a small number of sites can vary without destroying the functional integrity of these motifs. When the highly conserved 'structural' amino acids were excluded and only those amino acids predicted to be critical to sequence-specific DNA binding were examined (positions -1, 3, and 6; see Choo and Klug 1994) , many of the pairwise comparisons between genes showed a greater value for d N compared to d S (presented as d N /d S ratios in Table 2 ). Although the number of nucleotides that can be examined in this way is much smaller, positive selection was indicated with significant statistical support for several gene pairs including ZNF404 versus ZNF180 (Table 2 , bottom section), and for many comparisons between closely related paralogs, neutrality (d N = d S is considered a sign of neutral evolution) could not be rejected. In contrast, purifying selection was indicated even for the selected amino-acid positions for several mouse-human pairs (Zfp61 vs. ZNF226 and ZNF234, Zfp112 vs. ZNF228, and Zfp235 vs. ZNF235). The pairwise comparison of Zfp235 and ZNF235 had the lowest ratio of nonsynonymous mutations per site to synonymous mutations per site (0.024 for complete fingers) of any comparison within Group IV, whereas comparisons between Zfp235 and the other mouse paralogs in that clade gave ratios ranging from 0.221-0.314 due to higher rates of nonsynonymous change in the duplicated mouse genes. This result explains the close pairing of ZNF235 and Zfp235 in AA-based trees, and along with the conservation of finger repeat number and order suggests that there may be strong selective pressure not to alter this particular gene despite the presence of multiple duplicates in mouse.
Organization of Predicted Duplicates
A comparison of the physical maps of the human and mouse gene families, combined with data regarding evolutionary relationships between genes within and between families, re- ‫ן‬ = significant evidence for purifying selection or * = positive selection, in results of separate one-tailed Z-tests on the difference between nonsynonymous differences per nonsynonymous site and synonymous differences per synonymous site, using a bootstrap calculation of variance (values not shown); n/c = proportion of synonymous differences too high to be adjusted by Juke-Cantor (1969) correction.
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Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on December 7, 2015 -Published by genome.cshlp.org Downloaded from vealed intelligible patterns of gene duplications (Fig. 6 ). For instance, the 10 human genes in Group I are grouped together near the proximal end of the cluster, a position analogous to that occupied by that branch's single mouse representative, Zfp61. Likewise, the six mouse genes included in Group IV are also located in tandem, occupying a position in the cluster that is consistent with the location of the only human member of the clade, ZNF235. Interestingly, the relative orders of the genes comprising the three putatively orthologous pairs as well as the two differentially expanded clades are maintained in human and mouse, suggesting that this arrangement of genes was present in a common ancestor of primates and rodents. However, some shuffling of genes may have occurred over the course of evolution. For example, close relatives ZNF285 and LOC147711 are not adjacent, and related sequences ZNF180, ZNF283, and ZNF404 are located at opposite ends of the human cluster. A hypothesis of possible common origin for Groups II and III would also require a rearrangement in the gene order of the cluster before the primaterodent split.
Comparing Expression Patterns of the Human Genes
To investigate whether regulatory regions of duplicated genes have evolved to yield divergent patterns of tissue-specific patterns of expression, the steady-state levels of transcript for each human gene were determined by Northern blot analysis (Fig. 7) . Most of the human genes are expressed widely in adult tissues, and family members are coexpressed in many sites. However, significant variation in tissue-specific levels of expression and patterns of alternative splicing are also evident. Human genes that are closely related in sequence exhibit significant differences in tissue-specific expression. For example, clade I genes ZNF223, ZNF284, and ZNF225 are transcribed at relatively limited sites, with mRNA detected at appreciable levels only in heart and brain, pancreas, and ovary and testis, respectively. ZNF222, ZNF230, ZNF155, ZNF221, and ZNF225 give rise to transcripts corresponding to a single splicing variant, whereas ZNF223, ZNF284, ZNF224, ZNF234, and ZNF226 give rise to mRNA species of several different lengths, suggesting that these genes undergo alternative splicing (Fig. 7) . Sequence analysis of independent cDNA clones for several of the genes confirmed that some of the different-sized mRNAs do indeed result from alternative splicing events. A very short upstream exon is included in full-length cDNAs for several genes, and contains the putative translation start site and coding sequence for a small and variable number of amino acids (typically 5-7 amino acids, as described for Zfp93 and ZNF235; . It is interesting to note that this short exon is skipped in some alternative transcripts identified for these genes, which could result in protein products initiating from an alternative downstream ATG start sequence and lacking the KRAB-A repressor domain. In other cDNAs and ESTs, the potential use of alternative termination sites within the relatively large 3Ј-UTR sequences is also suggested (data not shown).
DISCUSSION
The studies reported here provide the first detailed comparative study of homologous, clustered ZNF gene families in human and mouse. In the homologous cluster pair studied here, we identified 21 human and 10 related mouse genes, including three pairs of genes with potentially simple 1:1 orthologous relationships. In addition, however, we identified one mouse gene with 10 putative human homologs, a single human locus with six closely related mouse counterparts, and several human genes without any obvious homologs in mouse. Deeper evolutionary branches group some, but not all, of the human-specific ZNF genes into larger clades that include mouse relatives. Therefore, the present-day differences between mouse and human clusters arose most likely through both differential duplication and loss of specific ancestral copies. Although additional mammalian lineages must be examined to answer this question definitively, these data suggest that five, or perhaps as few as four, ancestral genes gave rise to most or all of the genes in these mouse and hu- Figure 6 Organization of predicted orthologs and paralogs in the human and mouse maps. The 700-kb region encompassing the human ZNF gene family is represented at top, with the physical map of the related 300-kb Mmu7 ZNF gene family illustrated below it. The gene names are color-coded to highlight evolutionary relationships within and between maps, according to data presented in Fig. 4 ; Group I is blue, Group II is red, Group III is orange, Group IV is green, and Group V is purple. Colored lines connecting genes in the two families indicate putative pairs of orthologs, or sets where a single gene in one species belongs to a clade with an expanded group of multiple genes in the other species. The relationships of the human genes in black are not as well resolved (taking into account parsimony and ML results and high divergence), and therefore they are not connected on this diagram except for two closely related pairs of duplicates indicated by gray lines. Arrows indicate the approximate positions of genes; the two black triangles represent two gene fragments (an isolated KRAB-A box and a segment of DNA containing several degenerate fingers) as detailed in Fig. 1. man ZNF clusters. Interestingly, the lineage-specific duplicates encode DNA-binding domains with significantly different amino acid sequences, suggesting that the related proteins probably recognize target DNA sequences that are subtly or even substantially distinct.
Assignment of the 21 human and 10 mouse genes to specific positions within each cluster revealed two key features. First, the relative order of genes corresponding to the five groups with human and mouse orthologs or close relatives has been maintained in the two gene families. Secondly, most lineage-specific duplicates in each group lie adjacent to their putative 'parents.' These findings are consistent with the idea that the families expanded primarily through a complex series of single-gene in situ duplication events. Although the specific functions of individual family members are not yet known, 20 human and 10 mouse genes are expressed as mRNAs with complete KRAB+ZNF-encoding ORFs, indicating that they are functional. A complete KRAB+ZNF-encoding transcript could not be found for only one human gene, LOC147711, despite the existence of ESTs matching either the KRAB-A or ZNF region of this locus. We also found an isolated KRAB-A and a degenerate ZNF-like sequence in the mouse genomic region. Notwithstanding these findings, it is interesting that all other duplicated loci appear to be functional genes in both species. This observation sets this ZNF family in marked contrast to other types of familial gene clusters, including MHC antigen (Gaudieri et al. 1999 ) and olfactory receptor gene families (reviewed by Mombaerts 1999; Young and Trask 2002) , all of which have undergone recent expansions and yet contain many pseudogenes. Previous studies of KRAB-ZNF genes residing within other clusters in HSA19 have indicated that the bulk of these duplicated genes are expressed and contain significant ORFs (Bellefroid et al. 1993; Dehal et al. 2001) . Therefore, tandemly clustered ZNF genes Figure 7 Expression of HSA19q13.2 ZNF gene family members in human tissues. Northern blots of poly (A)+ RNA from whole tissues was hybridized to gene-specific probes for each family member. The gene names are indicated at the left and are grouped according to evolutionary relationships between the loci. Approximate molecular weights of transcripts are indicated in the middle of each panel. The blots used for these studies were also rehybridized to a probe for human ␤-actin, with a representative set of results shown in the bottom panel. *: The Northern blots shown hybridized with the ZNF404 and ZNF283 probes were identical to the others except for the substitution of a uterus RNA sample (for ZNF404 and ZNF283) instead of ovary RNA (all others) in the lane indicated.
may be subject to unusual selective pressures that actively favor the maintenance of duplicated copies as functional genes.
One factor that might favor acquisition of new function after gene duplication may be the modular design of KRAB-ZNF proteins. Within proteins of this type, there is a distinct separation of function between N-terminal repressor KRAB domains and C-terminal DNA-binding ZNF repeat domains. In addition, although adjacent finger repeats may cooperate in determining target site recognition and binding stability, each motif acts as a discrete DNA-binding element . Given these features of protein structure and function, it is conceivable that mutations affecting the DNA-binding motifs could lead to subtly different and useful new DNAbinding functions without affecting the ability of the proteins to participate in transcription repression complexes. In support of this view, previous reports have suggested that even small changes in ZNF sequences can dramatically alter their binding properties (Elrod-Erickson and Pabo 1999) . Although positive selection, as measured by single-nucleotide changes, could be demonstrated to be operating conclusively on only a few sets of duplicated loci, these genes appear to have also followed other paths to divergence. Deletion and duplication of intact fingers, as singletons or in groups, represents a common path to sequence divergence with likely functional consequences. The clean deletion of intact units we observed suggests that the loss may be driven by illegitimate recombination between the tandem ZNF repeats within the finger domains. Although no obvious evidence of gene conversion was observed in this family, these mechanisms may also be involved in enhancing divergence of DNAbinding regions in clustered ZNF families genome-wide. Loss of a functional finger structure through degeneracy-arising from loss of critical histidines and cysteines within the zinc-binding portions of each unit-may also have an effect on the proper three-dimensional binding of the fingers region to the target DNA (Wolfe et al. 2001 ). This effect might be especially pronounced in the case where a degenerate finger is flanked by functional repeats. A stop-codon or frameshiftcausing deletion would also impact downstream fingers, shortening the DNA-binding region. Finally, changes in the structure of regulatory elements, which were duplicated along with the ZNF transcription units, have also clearly contributed to functional diversification of the family members by establishing new sites of expression for the duplicated genes.
It is not clear why Krüppel-type ZNF genes, and especially those containing KRAB sequences, have expanded to such significant numbers in mammals. However, a dramatic increase in gene repertoire, driven by large-scale and segmental duplications, has played a major role in creating novel functions in vertebrate evolution. These changes would have likely led to a selection for redirecting the expression patterns of the duplicated genes (Bird 1995) . KRAB-ZNF proteins may have played a significant role in mammalian evolution by bringing different genes under a similar mechanism of KRAB-mediated negative control. The differences in gene content observed between these homologous KRAB-ZNF gene clusters are also consistent with the idea that evolution of bodyplans (e.g., among mammals) mostly involved remodeling of the regulatory circuits that control gene expression patterns (Carroll 1995) . Because of their predicted roles as transcriptional repressors, we predict that the massive expansion of KRAB-ZNF genes and the evolution of new DNA-binding functions through lineage-specific duplications and sequence divergence have played a central role in the process of establishing the complex differences that distinguish vertebrate species.
Isolation of ZNF Gene Sequences
Partial cDNA clones corresponding to members of the related human and mouse ZNF gene families were identified through searches of the GenBank EST database and were obtained from Research Genetics, Inc. or the I.M.A.G.E. Consortium, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). Additional mouse cDNA clones were isolated from adult testis and pachytene spermatocyte cDNA libraries (Caldwell et al. 1996) using the hkraba1 probe under reduced stringency hybridization conditions as described . To obtain 5Ј and 3Ј coding sequences for several of the human and mouse genes, RACE was performed using Marathon-ready cDNA and an Advantage cDNA core kit (B.D. Biosciences Clontech) in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. Details about cDNA sources for particular genes can be obtained from GenBank reports for accession numbers associated with specific clones and with data summarized in Table 1 . In each case, RACE was first carried out using a gene-specific primer in combination with the adaptor primer AP1. RACE reactions utilized the following method: [5 min at 94°C; 30 sec at 94°C; 4 min at 68°C] for 30 cycles. One µL of the PCR product was reamplified using the same PCR conditions, but substituting a nested gene-specific primer and AP2. PCR fragments were separated on 1% agarose gels, and fragments were purified from gel slices using a Qiaquick kit (QIAGEN). These fragments were cloned using a TA cloning kit (Invitrogen). For other genes, the coexpression of KRAB and finger exons in predicted gene models was verified by RT-PCR with genespecific internal primers located on the separate exons (these genes are labeled as "confirmation status" b, c, or d in Table  1 ). Products produced from these primer sets were sequenced to confirm splice sites and precise structure of the mRNAs produced from each gene. A list of primers used for specific genes is given in Table 3 .
DNA Sequencing and Evolutionary Analysis
PCR-cycle sequencing, using the dideoxy-termination method (Sanger et al. 1977) , was performed on doublestranded cDNA templates in dye-terminator reactions (Applied Biosystems) and employed an ABI377 sequencer (Applied Biosystems). cDNA sequences were assembled with the Autoassembler program (Applied Biosystems) and were analyzed further using version 9 of the GCG (Genetics Computer Group) software package. The amino-acid sequences of the zinc-finger motif regions encoded by cDNA clones or predicted from genomic sequences were aligned with CLUSTAL_X 1.8 multiple alignment program (Thompson et al. 1997 ) with the BLOSUM62 weight matrix. The alignment was adjusted manually and compared to separate pairwise alignments to assist in the identification of homologous finger repeat units and check the placement of gaps due to the variation in the number of fingers between genes. The nucleotide sequence alignment was constrained to match the arrangement of the finger repeat motifs indicated by the aminoacid alignment.
Phylogenetic analyses were conducted on both amino acid and nucleotide sequence data. A Xenopus laevis Zincfinger gene Xfin (GenBank accession no. X06021) was used as an outgroup. The PAUP 4.0b10 package was used to generate trees using parsimony and neighbor-joining (NJ) on amino acid data, and parsimony, NJ, and maximum likelihood (ML) on nucleotide data.
Starting trees were obtained by stepwise addition; branch swapping was tree bisection and reconnection. For parsimony analyses all characters were given equal weights, and NJ trees were based on mean character differences. The maximum likelihood trees were obtained using the HKY85 (Hasegawa et al. 1985) model of sequence evolution with equal rates. The NJ and parsimony trees were evaluated with 1000 rounds of bootstrapping, and the ML analysis by 100 bootstrapping rounds. The trees were compared, with the greatest confidence assigned to clades that were well supported by multiple tree-construction methods.
The number of nonsynonymous changes per nonsynonymous site and the number of synonymous mutations per synonymous site (Nei and Kumar 2000) were calculated for each orthologous pair of genes and for related paralogs with clearly resolved relationships. Calculations of pairwise d N /d S ratios and the Z-test for selection were conducted with the computer program MEGA using the Modified Nei-Gojobori method (Nei and Kumar 2000) including the Jukes and Cantor (1969) distance correction. The tests were done both for the complete fingers section, and for a modified alignment file in which the conserved amino acids were removed from each finger repeat motif (defined as CxxCxxxFxxxxxLxxHxxxHTGEKPYx where the amino acids designated 'x' are considered less critical to the basic structure and are not part of the conserved linker 'TGEKPY' between finger repeats , so that the more variable sections of the gene could be analyzed. In this case the amino acid positions analyzed were reduced to three of the positions hypothesized to be most critical in DNA binding site recognition (positions ‫,1מ‬ 3, and 6 in each finger; Choo and Klug 1994) .
